ILSA Interlingual Live Subtitling for Access

Project partners
- Leader: University of Vigo
- University of Antwerp
- University of Vienna
- University of Warsaw
- VRT (Flemish broadcaster)
- Parliament of Galicia
- Associated partners:
  - Polish Parliament, ITU (United Nations agency for accessibility), Swedish SVT, Finnish TV2

Goal: develop a new professional profile of the interlingual live subtilter

Intellectual outputs
- Assessment of current live subtitling practice and training
- Development of a specialised online course and its materials
- Creation of protocol for interlingual live subtitling on TV, in the classroom and social settings

http://www.ilsaproject.eu/
RESPEAKING – PROCESS, COMPETENCES, QUALITY

SMI RED 250 + Emotiv EPOC plug-in
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